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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY & OVERVIEW
Strengthening community schools by focusing on equity and diversity across the District
This Comprehensive Master Plan addresses the DeKalb County School District Board of Education's desire to optimize
and implements District wide changes in attendance areas and feeder patterns. Previous construction/renovation
programs have focused more on improvements to individual facilities and less on a comprehensive analysis of the
system as a whole. This Plan establishes strategic, system-wide goals as the basis for future construction expenditures,
planned facilities improvements, and redistricting plans.
Our process included assessment of existing facilities, demographic projections for the next ten years, inventory of existing school choice programs, and stakeholder engagement with constituents across the District. From these activities
we developed the following goals for the Comprehensive Master Plan.
1. Maintaining neighborhood schools while being sensitive to costs
2. Maintaining neighborhood schools while diversifying student demographics

7. Addressing equity across the District
8. Maximizing the Districts' Resources
9. Addressing magnet programs, i.e., performing arts, career tech academy, cyber engineering.
From the data collected in the Facility Condition Assessments, the Educational Suitability Assessments, the demographic projections,and meetings with multiple stakeholder groups, we developed options to address these goals.
These options include redistricting to balance feeder patterns, construction of new schools to deal with over-crowding, and consolidations to address under-utilization and poor condition.
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Among the Plan's major recommendations is building new schools and redistricting in Region 1 to deal with the
continued over-crowding in the high schools and middle schools there. Creating a new cluster, the Sequoyah
Cluster, is proposed with the construction of a new Sequoyah Middle and High School. This new Sequoyah
Cluster along with a new Cross Keys High School and Middle School and some redistricting will alleviate the
current overcrowding at Dunwoody, Chamblee, and Cross Keys High Schools and at Peachtree and Chamblee
Middle Schools.
A second major recommendation of the CMP is the consolidation of small schools that are in poor condition.
Consolidation of Cary Woods and Dresden Elementary, Hawthorne and Henderson Mill Elementary, Midvale
and Livsey Elementary are among these.
While the District has schools in Region 1 and Region 4 with substantial overcrowding, there are a number
address this under-utilization, the Plan suggests consolidating the Miller Grove and Lithonia Clusters into
a single cluster and using schools left empty by the consolidation for other programs in the District, i.e. Flex
Academy, DeKalb Early College Academy, etc.
Another recommendation in the Plan to address this under-utilization and to offer equal access to school
choice programs is our recommendation to establish three stand-alone magnet academies, a Career Tech
a Performing Arts Academy at the old Avondale High School site.
From conversations with stakeholders and academicians within the District, we were encouraged to look at
sations is the creation of some K-8 schools throughout the District. We are also recommending creating Early
Learning Centers in each Region of the school system.
The CMP includes a suggested timeline and funding sources for the facility recommendations. While half of
the recommendations can not be funded immediately, the projected additional revenues from SPLOST V and
anticipated revenues from SPLOST VI will fund eight new schools, three K-8 conversions, and the establishing
of the Career Academy and the Cyber Technology Academies between now and 2026.
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INTRODUCTION TO COMPREHENSIVE MASTER PLAN
PROCESS
District with the development of a Comprehensive Master Plan.
hensive Master Plan (CMP), considering changes to special programs and school choice programs, and implementing
District wide changes in attendance areas and feeder patterns.
Previous construction/renovation programs had focused more on improvements to individual facilities and less on a
comprehensive analysis of the system as a whole. The Board of Education wanted to establish strategic, system-wide
goals as the basis for future construction expenditures, planned facilities improvements, and redistricting plans.
Similarly, there was a need to establish community wide consensus regarding issues of optimum facility use, special
programs, school choice, the number and location of new schools, and school consolidation.”

sent via email to 130 vendors from the DCSD vendor list and 1,711 vendors through the State of GA Procurement Registry. The solicitation was advertised in the Champion on May 7, 2020 and May 14, 2020. Seven (7) proposals were reviewed and deemed responsive to the requirements of the solicitation and were evaluated by a selection committee.
The Board of Education approved the award of the Comprehensive Master Plan on August 10, 2020, to Perkins&Will
the most responsive and responsible offerer whose proposal was the most advantageous to the Board based on the
evaluation factors for comprehensive master planning services.

ports & Implementation Strategies. Within each of these elements the various activities included were as follows.
Inventory, Analysis & Assessment of District facilities
•
Facility Condition Assessment
•
Educational Suitability Assessment
•
District wide Demographic Analysis & Forecast
•
Inventory of Special Programs and School Choice Programs
•
•
Stakeholder Engagement
Formulation of Policies, Goals & Objectives
Stakeholder Engagement
Summary of CMP Engagement
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Options & Recommendations for Comprehensive Master Plan
•
Options for School Choice & Special Programs
•
•
District wide Redistricting & Feeder Patterns
•
Prioritization of Facility Condition Improvements
Comprehensive Master Plan Reports & Implementation Strategies
•
Implementation Plan & Schedule for Recommendations
•
Financial Analysis of CMP Recommendations and Schedule
•
Draft Comprehensive Master Plan
•
District Capital Improvement Prioritization List and E-SPLOST VI Project List with Financial Analysis
•
Comprehensive Master Plan Final Draft

ASSESSMENTS
Facility Condition Assessments:
Facility Condition Assessments were completed on all the District owned facilities. These assessments included visual, non-destructive inspections of over 160 facilities. Inspections combined with reviews of base building data and
maintenance history by the architects and engineers produced quantitative and qualitative assessments of building

Assessment Findings:
These assessments culminated in reports used to determine options for future investment. The assessments of the
capital expenditures. Results from the assessments are summarized in this document, giving an overall picture of the
All of this information is summarized and captured in the attached "State of Schools" Report from Jacobs.
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Educational Suitability Assessments:
The Educational Suitability Assessments catalogued the adequacy of spaces within the facility (room sizes, adjacency
of rooms within the facility, appropriate spaces for District supported instructional programs, etc.), adequacy of edbus operations, etc.) on the school property as well as any other factor that affect the adequacy of the school facility
in comparison to the education standards of DCSD.
This evaluation included an analysis of District facilities compared to the minimum programmatic requirements
This evaluation takes into account input from District staff on facility needs of instructional programs.
The consultant team developed a rubric for evaluation which allowed each school to be scored between 0 and 100
for the educational suitability of that facility. School administration and local school parent advisory committee members reviewed and had their input incorporated into these assessments.

Summary of Assessment Findings:

Example graph from ESA report

INTRODUCTION TO THE COMPREHENSIVE MASTER PLAN
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DEMOGRAPHICS FORECASTS
A detailed demographic study was performed to help support the long-range master planning effort. As part of
this study, the total populations of the attendance areas were evaluated to determine demographics of each small
areas. Information such as age structure, median age, renters vs. owners, single person households, and more were
reviewed, and a total population forecast was created for each of these attendance area. This population forecast
informed the demographers of overall population trends for the attendance areas in the district, and helped identify
if areas show school-aged growth, decline, or stability. In addition to studying demographic characteristics of the
area, birth statistics and new/existing home sales were analyzed.
The population forecast results drove the enrollment forecast, which was done for every school by grade for the next
ten years. The results of the demographic study have been used to inform the immediate, short-term, and long-term
enrollment trends of the various areas of the district in developing this viable facilities master plan.
The following maps illustrate the demographic trend in the District over the next ten years. While the overall school
age population in the District will not increase substantially over this period, the maps show a real discrepancy of
where the schools will experience over-overcrowding and where there will be considerable underutilization.
While over-crowding and underutilization is dispersed throughout the region's elementary schools, there are distinct
areas of over-crowding and underutilization at the middle and high school levels. Regions 1 and 2 show substantial
growth in their middle school populations while Regions 3, 5, 6, and 7 show considerable decline in that student population.
Similarly there will continue to be substantial over-crowding at the high school level in Regions 1 and 2 but also in
Region 4 and in the southwest part of the District in Region 3. At the same time Regions 5, 6, and 7 display large areas
of under-utilization.
These maps give a vivid picture of the future facility utilization that the Comprehensive Master Plan addresses with
recommended new schools and consolidations.
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Utilization for Elementary School Zones in the 2030 - 31 school year.
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Utilization for Middle School Zones in the 2030 - 31 school year.
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Utilization for High School Zones in the 2030 - 31 school year.
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PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT
Concurrent with our assessment process, the CMP team reached out to multiple DeKalb County School District stakeholders and constituents. We elicited feedback on school programs, condition, community involvement, what was
working well and what needed to be improved.
We reached out to every Principal and PAC, Parent Advisory Council, in the District. We spoke with numerous other
tion, economic development groups, as well as religious organizations
The most consistent themes we heard from constituents inside and outside the school system were the need to address the poor condition, mainly roofs and HVAC systems, of many of the Districts facilities, and the need to address
over-crowding at many of the facilities.
We also heard the desire for equity and access across the District, the desire to offer high achiever programs and the
same school choice options to all students throughout the District.

OPTIONS DEVELOPMENT

ing on to existing facilities and/or consolidating existing facilities to meet the capacity and administrative needs of
the District over the ten years. These options and recommendations take into account the instructional needs of the
District in facility capacity and instructional adequacy as well as the geographic distribution of students and existing
District facilities.
Options presented in this report include new facilities, additions, consolidations of school, as well as the addition of a
new cluster to address overcrowding and the consolidation of a cluster to address under-utilization.

number of locations for Early Learning Centers. While some locations are recommended in this CMP document, these
are open for reconsideration as various buildings become available throughout the District due to consolidation and/
or redistricting. Early on, we suggested locating an ELC at Kingsley Elementary School. After much discussion, it was
concluded that location was too far north to adequately serve the area's population.

location was not central enough to best serve the whole District.

to the District, we looked at various scenarios, expanding the new larger elementary school prototype to be a K-8,

INTRODUCTION TO THE COMPREHENSIVE MASTER PLAN
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converting under-utilized middle schools to K-8's, making whole clusters K-8, etc. In the plan we are suggesting K-8's
were it makes sense to alleviate over-crowding and have left open options for converting clusters to all K-8 in the
future.
We looked at moving Sagamore Hills Elementary to the Druid Hills Cluster to alleviate overcrowding at Lakeside High
School. In response to community feedback, we left it in the Lakeside Cluster in anticipation of the Lakeside numbers
going down when the new envisioned Performing Arts Academy comes on line.
We looked at consolidation of Toney, Kelley Lake, and Flat Schools Elementary Schools into one large new school, but
at this time it does not seem feasible or a top priority for this CMP. Similarly consolidation of Rainbow and Bob Mathis
Elementary was considered; but again it is not a priority and therefore not a recommendation here.
A number of consolidations of student populations in Regions 3, 5, 6, and 7 were explored. In the end we are recommending some consolidation of the Miller Grove and Lithonia clusters, but again we encourage continued exploration of addressing under-utilization in these Regions.

Board, Principals, and PAC's as well as numerous community groups. The culmination of this collaborative process is
the recommendation presented here within.

DRAFT & FINAL CMP DEVELOPMENT
We developed a draft Comprehensive Master Plan that included draft versions of all the Assessment reports, the
demographers forecast report, and notes from all stakeholder engagement meetings as well as survey results from
numerous on-line surveys taken during a series of Town Hall meetings. These were all made available to the public on
the District's CMP web site.
The draft report also included a timeline and proposed funding sources for proposed projects. Projects are scheduled

lections from voter approved SPLOST VI. Projects that fall outside of anticipated SPLOST VI revenues will be addressed
on a priority basis as SPLOST VI funds remain and by the future 2026 SPLOST VII.

PROJECT TIMELINE
The Project Timeline for the Comprehensive Master Plan started in the Fall of 2020 with the awarding of the RFP
21-526 to Perkins and Will. The scope of work stated for the four-task process would not exceed 16 months. (A linear
graph of the timeline can be found on the following page.)

INTRODUCTION TO THE COMPREHENSIVE MASTER PLAN
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1. Inventory, Analysis & Assessment
2. Stakeholder Engagement
3. Options & Recommendations for Comprehensive Master Plan
4. Comprehensive Master Plan Reports & Implementation Strategies
In the Fall of 2020 through early Spring of 2021, during the height of the COVID pandemic, the assessment teams
from Perkins and Will & Jacobs walked through all facilities for DCSD. With students being virtual during this time
frame, it allowed the assessment teams to walk through without impacting school operations.
While assessments were starting, the CMP team also started conversations with School Principals, PACs, internal, and
external stakeholders. The stakeholder engagement started in the Fall of 2020 and continued throughout until the
Draft issue of the Comprehensive Master Plan.
Options development and recommendations started in early 2021 and continued through the summer. A CMP Governance Committee was formed to provide direction and feedback for the CMP team.
In the Fall of 2021, the CMP team presented Options Development to the district through Regional Town Hall meetings.
The project timeline concludes with the issue of the Draft Comprehensive Master Plan report to the DCSD Board of
Education in December 2021.
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PROJECT TIMELINE
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COMPREHENSIVE MASTER PLAN DATA & FEEDBACK
SYSTEM PROFILE: DSCD BY THE NUMBERS
DeKalb County School District, established in 1873, is Georgia's third largest school system covering
over 250 square miles and serving over 98,000 students.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

98,000+ Students served

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

5 Athletic Stadiums

6,000+ Graduates each year
170 Facilities & Sites
140+ Schools and Centers
76 Elementary Schools; 9 choice schools
19 Middle Schools; 1 choice school
22 High Schools; 2 choice schools
14 Other education programs
9 Start-up Charter Schools

15,000+ Employees
6,600 Teachers
185+ Languages

15 Different High School Athletic programs offered
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DCSD FACILITIES LIST
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FACILITY CONDITION ASSESSMENT
Shown here are the summary scores of the Facility Condition Assessments. Illustrated on this page are the average
scores per region. The following pages show the score for each facility and then by cluster.
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FACILITY CONDITION ASSESSMENT
FCA Elementary School Scores by Region
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FACILITY CONDITION ASSESSMENT
FCA Middle School Scores by Region
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FACILITY CONDITION ASSESSMENT
FCA High School Scores by Region
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FACILITY CONDITION ASSESSMENT
FCA Scores: Region 1

Average by HS Cluster
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FACILITY CONDITION ASSESSMENT
FCA Scores: Region 2

Average by HS Cluster
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FACILITY CONDITION ASSESSMENT
FCA Scores: Region 3

Average by HS Cluster
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FACILITY CONDITION ASSESSMENT
FCA Scores: Region 4

Average by HS Cluster
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FACILITY CONDITION ASSESSMENT
FCA Scores: Region 5

Average by HS Cluster
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FACILITY CONDITION ASSESSMENT
FCA Scores: Region 6

Average by HS Cluster
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FACILITY CONDITION ASSESSMENT
FCA Scores: Region 7

Average by HS Cluster
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EDUCATIONAL SUITABILITY ASSESSMENT
Shown here are the summary scores of the Educational Suitability Assessment scores. Illustrated on this page are the
average scores per region. The following pages show the score for each facility and then by cluster.
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EDUCATIONAL SUITABILITY ASSESSMENT
ESA Elementary School Scores by Region
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EDUCATIONAL SUITABILITY ASSESSMENT
ESA Middle School Scores by Region
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EDUCATIONAL SUITABILITY ASSESSMENT
ESA High School Scores by Region
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EDUCATIONAL SUITABILITY ASSESSMENT
ESA Scores: Region 1

Average by HS Cluster
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EDUCATIONAL SUITABILITY ASSESSMENT
ESA Scores: Region 2

Average by HS Cluster
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EDUCATIONAL SUITABILITY ASSESSMENT
ESA Scores: Region 3

Average by HS Cluster
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EDUCATIONAL SUITABILITY ASSESSMENT
ESA Scores: Region 4

Average by HS Cluster
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EDUCATIONAL SUITABILITY ASSESSMENT
ESA Scores: Region 5

Average by HS Cluster
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EDUCATIONAL SUITABILITY ASSESSMENT
ESA Scores: Region 6

Average by HS Cluster
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EDUCATIONAL SUITABILITY ASSESSMENT
ESA Scores: Region 7

Average by HS Cluster
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DEMOGRAPHICS FORECASTS
Cropper GIS, the demographers on the CMP team, looked at projects for every school over the next ten years. Included here on the following pages are their forecasts that generated the maps illustrated in the previous section.
Those maps illustrate the demographic trend in the District over the next ten years. While the overall school age population in the District will not increase substantially over this period, the there is a real discrepancy of where the schools
will experience over-overcrowding and where there will be considerable underutilization.
While over-crowding and underutilization is dispersed throughout the region's elementary schools, there are distinct
areas of over-crowding and underutilization at the middle and high school levels. Regions 1 and 2 show substantial
growth in their middle school populations while Regions 3, 5, 6, and 7 show considerable decline in that student population.
Similarly there will continue to be substantial over-crowding at the high school level in Regions 1 and 2 but also in Region 4 and in the southwest part of the District in Region 3. At the same time Regions 5, 6, and 7 will have large areas
of under-utilization.
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INVENTORY OF SPECIAL PROGRAMS AND SCHOOL CHOICE PROGRAMS
DeKalb County School District offers a number of programs that allow a student to attend a school outside their attendance area
and/or is not a neighborhood school. These include eight (8) different School Choice Programs and Special Programs housed at
over forty (40) schools through out the District excluding the schools that serve Students with Exceptionalities and other unique
populations.
These include two Early Learning programs, six (6) High Achiever Magnet programs, seven (7) Special Interest Magnet programs,
nine (9) International Baccalaureate programs, two (2) Montessori programs, nine (9) Dual Language Immersion (DLI) programs,
seven (7) Theme Schools, and (1) Career Pathways academy..
Ten of these schools are stand alone magnets. Three (3) including Kittredge and Wadsworth Magnet Elementary Schools, and
Arabia Mountain High School are open to anyone in the District through an academic screening and/or lottery. Seven (7) of these
are Theme Schools, six (6) of which are elementary schools each serving a distinct feeder pattern, The seventh is the Champion
Theme Middle School.
All others school choice programs are open to students across the District with priority given to students who reside in the home

School Choice Programs:
High Achiever Magnets
Special Interest Magnets

Programs for Students with
Exceptionalities:
Coralwood Center
Shadow Rock Center

Dual Language Immersion (DLI)
Theme Schools

Eagle Woods Academy
Warren Technical School

Montessori

Margaret Harris Comprehensive
School

Early Learning

UHS at Laurel Heights

Other Special Programs:
DeKalb Early College Academy
Elizabeth Andrews High School
Fernbank Science Center
DeKalb Tech South
International Student Center
DeKalb Alternative School

COMPREHENSIVE MASTER PLAN DATA & FEEDBACK
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SCHOOLS IN EACH PROGRAM
Early Learning Programs:

International Baccalaureate:

Coralwood School

Avondale Elementary School

Early Learning Center

Fernbank Elementary School
Midvale Elementary School
Druid Hills Middle School

Discovery Program:

Druid Hills High School
Salem Middle School
Martin Luther King, Jr., High School
Tucker Middle School

High Achiever Magnet Schools:

Tucker High School

Chamblee Middle School
Chamblee High School
Chapel Hill Middle School

Montessori School Programs:

Kittredge Magnet School

Briar Vista Elementary School

Southwest DeKalb High School

Huntley Hills Elementary School

Wadsworth Magnet School
Dual Language Immersion (DLI) Programs:
Special Interest Magnet Schools:
Barack Obama Elementary School
(Math, Science, and Technology)
Evansdale Elementary School
(Math, Sciences, and World Languages)

Ashford Park Elementary School (German)
Barack Obama Elementary School (Spanish)
Evansdale Elementary School (French)
Pleasantdale Elementary School (Spanish)
Rockbridge Elementary School (French)

DeKalb Elementary School of the Arts

Chamblee Middle School (German)

Arabia Mountain High School

Henderson Middle School (French)

(Energy, Environment, and Engineering)
Columbia Middle School

Stone Mountain Middle School (Spanish)

(Math, Science, and Technology)
Columbia High School
(Math, Science, and Technology)
DeKalb High School of the Arts

Theme School Programs:
E.L. Bouie Elementary School
Marbut Elementary School
Oakcliff Elementary School
Wynbrooke Elementary School
Robert Shaw Elementary School
Champion Middle School
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SCHOOLS IN EACH PROGRAM BY REGION
Geographic Distribution by Region:

Champion Middle School (Theme School)

Region 1:
Chamblee High School (High Achiever Magnet)

Region 5:

Chamblee Middle School (DLI)

Arabia Mountain High School (Special Interest Magnet)

Ashford Park Elementary School (DLI)
Huntley Hills Elementary School (Montessori)
Kittredge Magnet School (High Achiever Magnet)
Oakcliffe Elementary School (Theme School)

M. L. King, Jr. High School (IB)
Salem Middle School (IB)
Southwest DeKalb High School (High Achiever Magnet)
Chapel Hill Middle School (High Achiever Magnet)
E. L. Bouie Elementary School (Theme School)
(Theme School)

Region 2:
Coralwood Center (Early Learning Inclusion)
Henderson Middle School (DLI)
Briar Vista Elementary School (DLI)

Region 6:
Wadsworth Magnet School (High Achiever Magnet)
Columbia High School (Special Interest Magnet)
Columbia Middle School (Special Interest Magnet)

Evansdale Elementary School
(Special Interest Magnet/ DLI)

Region 7:

Pleasantdale Elementary School (DLI)

(DLI)

Tucker High School (IB)

Barack Obama Elementary School (Special Interest Magnet)

Tucker Middle School (IB)

(DLI)

Midvale Elementary School (IB)
Druid Hills High School (IB)
Druid Hills Middle School (IB)
Avondale Elementary School (IB)
Fernbank Elementary School (IB)
Robert Shaw Elementary School (Theme School)
DeKalb Elementary School of the Arts
(Special Interest Magnet)
DeKalb School of the Arts (Special Interest Magnet)

Region 3:
Marbut Elementary School (Theme School)
Wynbrooke Elementary School (Theme School)

Region 4:
Stone Mountain Middle School (DLI)
Rockbridge Elementary School (DLI)
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DCSD NEEDS IN 2031
In developing the CMP we are planning what the District could look like in 2031. To determine the greatest needs in
terms of facilities we looked at schools with the greatest over-crowding, those with the greatest under-utilization in
(Facility Condition Assessment) score under 60.
In developing our options we prioritized schools with the greatest over-crowding, the greatest underutilization and
the ones with the lowest FCA scores. llustrated on the tables included here are the schools in order of greatest need.

Utilization:
The map illustrated here gives a good overview
of the expected utilization in the District's schools
in 2031. The greatest over-crowding is primarily
in Regions 1, 2, and 4. The greatest under-utilization is in Regions 5 and 6.
As illustrated in the table listing schools which
will be most over-crowded in 2031, the most
pressing area to be addressed is the high schools
and middle schools in Region 1. All three high
schools, Dunwoody, Chamblee, and Cross Keys,
will Sequoyah Middle School. Similarly in Region
1, three of the elementary schools, Hightower,
Ashford Park, and Montgomery are forecasted to
be substantially over-crowded.
While a considerable number of elementary
schools will be under capacity, the greatest under-utilization of seats will be in the middle and
high schools in Regions 5, 6, and 7.
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Listed here are the schools that will be substantially over-utilized and under-utilized in 2031.
Over-utilization: Over 100% in 2031

Under-utilization: Under 70% in 2031

Elementary Schools:

Elementary Schools:

Middle Schools:

Middle Schools:

High Schools:

High Schools:
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Facility Condition:
The second map exhibited on the following pages locates schools that have an
FCA score less than 60. While they are
distributed fairly evenly across the District,
Region 2 seems to have the most schools
in need of upgrades. Looking at the list
of schools with FCA scores under 60, it is
apparent that the great majority of these
are elementary schools.
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Listed here are the schools with a Facility Condition Assessment Score under 60. While the CMP recommends many
of these schools be rebuilt or consolidated into a new school, almost all of the rest of these are being scheduled for
substantial HVAC and/or roof upgrades. Currently projects at 22 schools are in design or construction.
Lowest FCA Scores: Under 60
Elementary Schools:
Jolly Elementary School
Idlewood Elementary School

47
49

Early Learning Academy
Stoneview Elementary
Marbut Theme School
Henderson Mill Elementary
Dunaire Elementary
Laurel Ridge Elementary
Ashford Park Elementary
Fairington Elementary
International Student Center
Oak Grove Elementary
Columbia Elementary
Cary Reynolds Elementary
Kittredge magnet
Kingsley Elementary
Robert Shaw Theme School
Briar Vista Elementary
Hawthorne Elementary
Brockett Elementary
Wadsworth Magnet
Livsey Elementary

50
50
51
51
52
53
53
53
55
55
55
55
55
56
56
57
57
58
58
59

Dresden Elementary
Redan Elementary

59
59

Middle Schools:
Salem Middle School

59

High Schools:
DeKalb Tech South

58
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STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT SUMMARY
The CMP team engaged with both internal and external stakeholders in several rounds of engagement to gain insight
into the needs of the district. These needs will help form the framework for the Options and Recommendations for the
Comprehensive Master Plan. It is expected that various groups such as District staff and the CMP Advisory Group will
be engaged throughout the CMP process.

•
•
•
•
•

Superintendent and Board of Education
District Staff
Parents, Community & Advisory Committees
E-SPLOST Advisory Committee
DeKalb County & City Governments

Public input from survey

COMPREHENSIVE MASTER PLAN DATA & FEEDBACK
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SUMMARY OF CMP ENGAGEMENT - INTERNAL STAKEHOLDERS
Throughout the course of the Comprehensive Master Plan schedule, internal stakeholders were engaged and provide
-

Athletics - There are 5 area stadiums and they are all over 60 years old and need updating. Current athletic facilities
put DCSD high schools at a disadvantage when compared to other area school districts. DCSD should be willing to
purchase additional land to accommodate additional athletic facilities. The district should also look into partnerships with Sports Complexes. The (3) HS sites that have pools are on ongoing maintenance issue for the district. Top
all athletic venues.
Business Services - $2,000,000 spent annually by the district on modular classrooms. There are over 1,000 school
schools and school grounds, implementing green cleaning strategies, and a Centralized Administration with Professional Learning Center.
EL Education - The district serves over 10,000 students and there are a large group of independent learners. The
district should have meeting spaces / conference rooms at every facility. There is a lack of space in schools for Itineradaptive playground equipment for SPED, and a Centralized Administration with Professional Learning Center.
English Learners - ESOL is a program (not a school) and there are many misconceptions about the program. The current location, at the International Student Center, is far from where most of the population is coming from. Priorities
speaking kids, and exploring region based locations for the program.
Fleet & Special Transportation & Life Safety - There are storage and ADA issues throughout a lot of facilities. There
are 313 buses that are older than 16 years old (it was noted 15 years is the depreciation time frame for buses) and all
ty in the south region with a 4 bay shop, and optimizing bus routes.
Internal Audits - The district should look to conserve resources. Theme schools offer a step up from traditional
from the largest schools so that older/smaller school issues can be addressed.
Special Programs / Equity - School Choice should allow for student choice. Extended education requirements for
-
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SUMMARY OF CMP ENGAGEMENT - EXTERNAL STAKEHOLDERS
The CMP team made an intentional effort to solicit input from a wide range of perspectives so that we could develengaging regularly with the School Board, District Staff, Regional Superintendents, Principal Advisory Committees and
Principals, we contacted a variety of people and groups that were willing to share their perspectives on Dekalb County Schools and the Comprehensive Master Plan. This effort helped us build a robust network of champions throughout
Dekalb County that we relied on through the duration of the CMP process.
We contacted a total of 91 organizations or individuals and we participated in 41 individual video conference calls to
solicit input. The list of organizations and individuals with whom we spoke includes a broad cross-section of the discivil rights organizations, Greek alumni organizations, refugee support organizations, youth development programs,
neighborhood development organizations, PACs and religious organizations.
Across the district, we heard about problems with maintenance and frustration with long-deferred maintenance.
It was made clear that major investments need to be made in order to upgrade or replace aging facilities, rectify
deferred maintenance issues and eliminate trailers. Given the experience of the last year with remote learning, there
was a strong recognition that internet and technology infrastructure will continue to play a big role in the success of
schools and that they need to be upgraded and made uniform across the District
Another frequent theme was the value that parents and families placed on the variety and diversity of school choice
programs available to DCSD students. Many would like to see these offerings expanded in order to make them acearly childhood education. We heard a desire for more early childhood education options that would help prepare
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We frequently heard about the importance of community and the role of schools in helping to create a sense of
community. Sometimes this had to do with a strong correspondence between attendance zones and various municborhood schools.” We also heard from communities that feel left out, but that desperately want to build a stronger
school/community relationship . We believe that this desire for community is a strong foundation for the implementation of the CMP.

increase diversity, limit middle school attrition and make better use of available seats.

in the student populations of schools.
Finally, many would like to see school facilities made more accessible for use by the communities they serve. This
could be for after school programs, adult education, mentoring programs and sports. Since school facilities are so
prominent in many communities it is shame that they are not used more often outside of school hours.
Our conversations with Dekalb Mayors and other municipal leaders indicated that the District could take advantage of more opportunities to work with City and County government to leverage resources and funding to solve
school-related facility challenges.
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EXTERNAL STAKEHOLDER LIST
Avondale Estates (Mayor Jonathan Elmore)
Brookhaven (Mayor John Ernst)
Catholic Charities of Atlanta
Cedar Grove Cluster
Clarkston (Mayor Beverly Burks)
Clarkston Community Center
Coalition of Refugee Service Agencies
Commissioner Lorraine Cochran-Johnson (Dekalb County
Commission)
CPACS (Center for Pan Asian Community Services)
Cross Keys Foundation
Deborah Jackson (Former Mayor of Lithonia)
Decatur Alumnae Chapter of Delta Sigma Theta Sorority
Decide Dekalb
Dekalb Municipal Association
Dekalb Pastors Christian Alliance
Doraville (Mayor Joseph Geierman)
Doraville Council Member Andy Yeoman
Doraville Council Member Rebekah Cohen Morris
Dunwoody (Mayor Lynn Deutsch)
East Atlanta Community Association - Unincorporated
Dekalb Committee
First Saint Paul AME Church/Hillandale Medical Associates
Friends of Refugees
Learn 4 Life Atlanta
Latino Community Fund
Latino Educación and Empowerment
Laurel Ridge Shamrock Civic Association
Los Vecinos de Buford Highway
Mothers Rebuilding America
Lithonia (Mayor Shameka Reynolds)
Los Vecinos de Buford Highway
Mothers Rebuilding America

Partnership for Southern Equity
South Dekalb Improvement Association Education (SDIAE)
Stone Mountain City Council (Councilmember Chakira
Johnson)
Stonecrest City Council (Councilmember Robert Tuner)
Superintendent's Community Advisory Committee
Tucker (Mayor Frank Auman)
Tucker Cluster Council
United Way of Atlanta

comments that were shared with us during these converreceived during our conversations with Principals and
PACs, the CMP Governance Committee and other internal district stakeholders.
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SUMMARY OF CMP ENGAGEMENT - EXTERNAL STAKEHOLDERS
Economic Development

2. South, East and Central Dekalb have always been a harder sell for economic development and investment.
3. CTAE needs to make sure they are offering opportunities that support target industries such as advanced manufacturing and logistics.

5. Poor, overcrowded school facilities not only impact quality of education, but are a drag on development. The perception that Cross Keys is of lower quality (both in terms of facility and education) relative to Chamblee or Dunwoody
makes it harder to get people to invest in houses in Doraville.
6. School capacity issues limit the Dunwoody's ability to encourage development.
7. When young couples do have children they'll move to other areas and that can hinder our growth economically.
(Stone Mountain as a result of perceived quality of elementary schools).
8. As the City of Stonecrest grows (fastest growing city in metro Atlanta) the quality of schools becomes more and
more important. Quality of schools has a negative impact on luring investment.
Relationship with Cities, Municipalities and Communities
1. Even though Mayors do not have control over schools, they are one of the topics about which they hear most often
from constituents. This can lead to frustration when Mayors aren't informed or aware of what the School District is
planning.
2. Tucker has a really engaged community that is informally very involved with the school system. It helps that the
system headquarters are located in Tucker, the superintendent lives in Tucker and that a new school is being built in
Tucker.
3. The Tucker HS cluster is pretty closely aligned with the City Limits (unintentionally), but this helps stakeholders feel
like they have a say in the schools. For example, if a business wants to work with a local school, they know that the
large-scale redistricting affected that type of alignment.
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4. The feeling of community around the city and schools is a strong draw to Tucker.

in part been made possible by the coordination of the Tucker Parent Council which coordinates between the school/
school levels in the cluster.
6. Good public schools drive everything from property values to quality of life. Tucker as a city doesn't have a formal,
direct role in the schools, but we try to nurture informal relationships that support the schools.

8. The richness of Dekalb is in its neighborhoods. There is tremendous history associated with Dekalb neighborhoods
and we should leverage this to encourage more engagement with schools.
9. Councilman Turner emphasized that once a community feels that it "owns" a school, they engage and provide resources. Cities recognize that the school district needs to be strong to help with economic development which in turn
helps feed the district through tax income.

a. Measurable and realistic goals for the CMP with a clear plan of action.
b. The District needs to communicate more effectively with city governments, especially when it comes to
governments.
c. The District needs to show that it is able to deal with deferred maintenance and ongoing maintenance of
existing facilities before it starts building new facilities without a plan to maintain them.
d. District's decision-making needs to be transparent and consistent. Once a decision is made, it should not
be easy to undo that decision just because the political environment has changed.
e. The District is also missing out on opportunities to work with cities to make better use of facilities and realcommunity beyond the school day).
11. Redistricting and/or rebuilding new school outside of neighborhood would have a big impact. (Laurel Ridge)
12. We like small size of ES. Would hate to see it turned into a charter school or rented out (Laurel Ridge)

community shared use. Helps encourage keeping people involved in schools even after kids age out.
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14. Community use question is a really good way for DCSD to build bridges.
15. District has in the past encouraged community input, but then goes and makes its own decisions.

did not share that they knew the track would have to be surrounded by locked fence which prevents use by community and/or blocks walking access to school from some directions. The track is a good example--district always knew
that they would have to fence new track after it was rubberized but never shared that with community. Community
feels misled. Really damaged relationship between community and the school.
Diversity & Equity

clusters. This includes the Cross Keys cluster which is perceived to have been drawn intentionally to keep Latino kids
out of Dunwoody or Chamblee HS.
2. Some of the feedback that comes from richer, whiter communities would have the effect of creating segregated
school districts. Immigrant/minority families are often harder to reach and engage and so there is a fear that the
redistricting process could result in Doraville getting pushed out into a gerrymandered cluster in response to the demands from wealthier, more educated, whiter communities.

4. Kids in high schools in the northern part of the district have so many more opportunities.
5. It's not right that a student can have access to AP bio at one high school and not at another. We need greater parity.
6. The biggest barrier to redistricting is the fear of loss of academic opportunities.
7. Kids should have the same baseline extracurricular activities and facilities that other schools have. Enrichment
activities help to make students more well-rounded, especially if they want to pursue higher education. It is important
that kids know they have options--whether post-secondary or vocational.
8. On this side of the county (South) we often feel left out. We don't have new facilities and aren't considered for new
construction.
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9. The last round of SPLOST funding ended up being focused on the Buford corridor, but previously that area had not
gotten much funding.
10. School size affects available opportunities as well as capacity--larger schools could provide more equity of opportunity in terms of academic programs etc.
11. There is a perception that ESOL is being overused for children from immigrant children and this exacerbates problems that lead to lack of diversity in classrooms. Even though many of these children are American citizens, they are
immediately assigned to an ESOL program and then never get a chance to transfer to a regular curriculum where
they can participate in AP classes or high achiever programs.
12. There is a strong perception that the Latino community has been gerrymandered out of certain clusters and that in
general, schools that serve majority Latin X populations have the worst facilities.

terrible condition of the facilities.
14. Title I and priority schools need more consideration to meet student needs. The District needs to take a wraparound approach when it comes to serving children that come from extreme poverty. We need to account for secondary impacts.
15. We really need to operate from the premise that all children in Dekalb County are entitled to the best quality education that we can provide. It may look different in different parts.
16. Let's think big and not small because our children deserve it.
17. The heritage of neighborhood schools means keeping other kids out.
18. Students feel the inequity. They get the message that their school doesn't matter and that they don't matter.

with much better facilities up north where growth is happening and lesser facilities in the south.

the students on the south side are also lacking the opportunities that students on the north side get.
21. Historically, because so many students have traveled from the south to the north, the perception has been that the
schools were better in the north than in the south part of the county.
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22. Lack of transportation for choice options makes them not a real choice for families.
23. Why isn't there more emphasis on all the schools being equitable in education, facilities, capacities, balance of
teachers. Where is that plan where we're all going to have equal access to education for the whole county?
24. The community [South Dekalb] always says that they think it's better for students to be in the north end--never
see students coming from north to the south.
25. School choice should be that you have something I don't have, not that you have better than I have.

they are different.
School Choice and Redistricting
1. Historically district has been reluctant to move cluster and region lines. Maybe should be open to split feeders?
2. Clarkston Community Center is one of a few sites that offer STEAM and STEM programming to students through
summer and afterschool and workshops. Parents complain about lack of access to 3D printers, coding etc. at Clarkston HS. There is demand for STEM/STEAM at all levels. Some families seek out opportunities in Gwinnett County.
Tucker is the closest HS with STEM/STEAM. Clarkston also has a large population of native-born citizens, especially in
African-American community and they also want these STEAM/STEM programs.
3. It sends a message when all you do is take an empty building and turn it into an early learning center.
4. I would love to see intentional thought about where early learners are going--let's intentionally build in a way
that makes sense for early learners--i.e. bathroom in classroom. Sinks at the right level etc. Also playgrounds--often
attractive from the beginning is really important.
5. Special afterschool programs and partnerships with the Department of Parks and Recreation can be very successful. South Dekalb Improvement Association Education has had success with STEM programs offered at South Dekalb
Rec Centers (Region 6,7 and 3). They have also seen success with programs such as Homework Dinners offered in
partnership with SPARK where they offer homework assistance for students, adult education for parents and dinner
for the whole family.
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Maintenance / Facility Quality / Investments

maintain existing schools. What is the district's plan for maintaining big new schools like Doraville United if they can't
maintain so many of the existing schools? Would it make more sense to focus on repairing and rectifying previous
neglect before talking about building new schools?
2. A common issue is ongoing low-level maintenance issues like lack of toilet paper, hand towels etc. Resolving trouble getting work orders done should be pretty straightforward stuff.
3. Big picture, the district has a lot of deferred maintenance issues.
4. The district likes to build beautiful schools, but then keeps facilities like Cary Reynolds which looks like a refugee
tained.
5. There is a consistent perception that other metro districts like Cobb, Gwinnett and APS have better facilities and
amenities than Dekalb. The District should be doing a comparative review of building standards for DCSD vs. some of
the other metro districts.

the community, we need it to improve morale (Stoneview Elementary).

proper exercise and play and so that lunch hours don't have to extend across a 3-hour time period to accommodate
all the children. Having proper facilities for exercise and nutrition impacts educational quality and overall health of

8. Parents notice the physical appearance of schools and it affects their perception of a given school's quality.
9. While the community understands that the master plan assumes the elimination of trailers, they are still concerned
about the current conditions in trailers which have often been on-site for many years. There are safety problems in
some of these trailers like mold.
10. In the Buford corridor there is a sense within the Latino community that they don't have options for sending their
children to schools that aren't in terrible condition and that this has a direct impact on student achievement. They
feel trapped such that the only option for giving their children better opportunities is to move to those areas where
the schools offer better opportunities.
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11. The District really needs to invest in its IT infrastructure and be more consistent about investments in software so
that collaboration can really happen across the district (ie School-ology vs. Google Classroom vs. Teams).
School Capacity
1. Before the pandemic the community's biggest concern about schools was capacity--not even maintenance. Chestnut and Kingsley are still not renovated. School system solution has been to continuously add trailers. There is very
little the city could do (under state law). As a community trailers were very contentious.
2. We can't redistrict our way out of the capacity issues. At a certain point, travel distances become too great.
3. Dekalb has consistently gotten enrollment projections wrong--there is a need to professionalize and/or outsource
this activity.
4. There is a big crisis at the MS and HS levels. The school system should think outside the box. If we need two new
Locating a high school at perimeter mall would also allow the district to take advantage of MARTA proximity and
school choice would mean that they didn't have to worry about having athletic facilities. This could be a quick soluand Brookhaven all have MARTA stations.

Dekalb--if you could get 100 kids per grade out of overcrowded high schools, that would make a big difference.
Perceptions about the District
1. There is lots of incompetence in the school system. For example, trailers have been installed on city property by
mistake.
2. Healthy school systems don't rely on community to make decisions for them. The communities in Dekalb have derailed redistricting after redistricting.
3. A 20-year legacy of corruption and mismanagement (and desegregation lawsuit) means that Dekalb is behind.
that more challenging. The district needs to do an introspective look back--how did we begin the pandemic with
buildings in such terrible shape that teachers are resigning because they don't trust the district to do the right thing?
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Cross Keys was promised a new high school that was never built. The district needs to address issues with Cross Keys
(new high school) and Sequoyah (overcrowding) to restore trust.
5. There is a real need for transparency when it comes to accounting for spending in the district.
6. Perception of young families in Region 7 is that DCSD schools do not compare favorably with nearby APS schools
(ie Burgess Peterson) and a real sense that they will need to consider non-DCSD options if they want to remain in the
area as their kids get older. This has a lot to do with perception of academic quality (ie Great Schools scores), but it is
reinforced by appearance of schools and sense that they are not well-maintained. That said, they are open to being
convinced to stay.
7. The Pastor's Alliance emphasized the need for the District to acknowledge and learn from errors and missteps
during past planning efforts.
8. Community never believes that the money is going to be used for what it's supposed to be used for. Even if you put
ics--just said for example that all roofs >20 yrs will get new roof.

Needs of New American and Refugee Communities
1. Many parents in the Clarkston area are concerned that Freedom MS is too far from the community, especially when
compared to Indian Creek ES and Clarkston HS.
2. Clarkston is a unique environment in that there are 50 countries of origin represented in a 1.5 square mile community.
4. Clarkston really needs good early learning programs as well as access to after school programs because it can take
children in this community longer to get up to speed.
5. The Clarkston Community Center is located on DCSD property and is critical to the community. It needs to be preserved and allowed to stay.
6. Schools that serve high numbers of students from immigrant and refugee backgrounds need to have more sup
port/facilities for full-time interpreters.
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7. The new Cross Keys Family Engagement Center is an interesting model that if successful would be nice to see replicated in other clusters that have similar needs.
8. More translation services are necessary to help increase engagement from immigrant and refugee families.

would make parents feel more welcome and/or make it easier for parents to ask questions, especially if they are from
an immigrant or refugee background.
10. A parent education center would be an amazing addition to the district to help parents take English and GED
then stay for a class.
11. Many choice programs are perceived as out of reach/not an option for refugee or immigrant families because they
are located too far away for families with limited transportation options.

13. Early childhood education and literacy programs to prepare families and students for participation in school system are a big area of focus for refugee community and support organizations.
-There are gaps in terms of access to Pre-K.
-Access to technology has been a challenge during Covid.
tion and early childhood education. There is a sense that the District is missing out on potential partnerships with

15. In general, there is a sense that the District could partner with communities to make better use of facilities (ie
parks for children?" District should be thinking about how schools can be good neighbors rather than just destinations
in terms of openness to programming and extended use of space to support kids and families.
16. Refugee communities have different needs/perspective when it comes to whether schools look and feel inviting.
This ranges from taking into account traumatic experiences of many refugees to an enhanced need for pedestrian
safety since many do not have easy vehicular access. Schools that serve refugee communities should consider how
to provide additional/extra outdoor spaces which are often preferred by these communities. For example, the task of
negotiating an entire school day in a foreign language is exhausting. The more kids can decompress outdoors, the
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Redistricting
1. Dekalb does not have an established rhythm when it comes to regular redistricting which means constituents are
too much to small interest groups. For example, Gwinnett redistricts every year so people are used to it.
2. Redistricting needs to be done in a way that uses district space more effectively--we have too much underutilized
space in some areas and then are way over capacity in others (ie Sequoyah MS).
Partnerships and Community Engagement
1. The District needs to be more creative about increasing engagement with schools by going out to where people are
rather than expecting them to come to the District (Schools). This could include everything from engaging with apartment complexes to partnering with recreation and community centers and other organizations like Boy Scouts or Girl
Scouts.

also increase engagement. Some parents did not have a
positive experience themselves at school so they tend to shy
away from getting involved.
3. The Pastor's Alliance also emphasized need to engage
directly with smaller groups of teachers (a constituency that
they often hear from).
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OPTIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS FOR COMPREHENSIVE MASTER PLAN
MAJOR FACILITY RECOMMENDATIONS
Addressing over-utilization, under-utilization, and poor facility condition were primary determinants in development
of the CMP recommendations. Other criteria for generating the recommendations include providing equity in cluster
feeder patterns and consolidating underutilized and/or small schools.
Within the District the majority of middle schools have a 1200 student capacity and the high schools have a 1600 seat
capacity. This means each grade level is comprised of approximately 400 students. To create a 400 student cohort
going into sixth grade at the middle schools and matriculating at that size all the way through twelfth grade, we are
suggesting certain elementary schools move within the clusters to assure a 400 student cohort entering each 6th
grade.
DeKalb County has over 130 schools for a District of 93,000 students which is many more than Districts of similar size.
Many of these schools are underutilized and/or too small. To better maximize the District's resources, we are suggesting consolidating some of these elementary schools that are underutilized, too small, and/or in poor condition.
Monies are being spent on building upkeep rather than instruction. By consolidating schools, the District will realize
cost savings from consolidating services such as food service and transportation.
Consolidating schools not only saves money but it offers the opportunities for expanded programs; more art, more
music, more athletics, etc. Also, when the small elementary schools are consolidated to larger facilities, they are afforded more support staff, i.e., more counselors, more social workers, and more administrators.
cussed, K-8's got the most traction. The creation of K-8's addresses several current challenges. While families stay in
the elementary schools and in the high schools, attrition in the middle schools seems to be an occurrence across the
District. Creating K-8's offers continuity of instruction as students remain with the same counselors, teachers, and support personnel through the middle school years.
Also several of the new elementary schools have empty seats while the middle school they feed are over-crowded.
Moving some 6th, 7th, and 8th graders into the under-utilized elementaries eliminates the need to build new classrooms at the middle schools.
Along with the K-8's, we are recommending the creation of Early Learning Centers throughout the District. We have
recommended locating them in underutilized small schools where the current student population could easily be redistricted or in schools left open by consolidations.
Addressing Over-Crowding
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recommending the creation of a new cluster, a fourth cluster, in Region 1 by adding a new middle school and high
school to the Region. We are proposing a new Sequoyah High School which would be fed by Doraville United, Oakcliff, Cary Reynold, and Dresden Elementary Schools and a rebuilt Sequoyah Middle School.
To free up land for this new high school, we are recommending consolidating Cary Reynolds and Dresden with a new
larger elementary school built on the Dresden site. Moving Cary Reynolds from the property adjacent to the existing
Sequoyah Middle school provides the site for a new high school and the rebuilt middle school.
Sequoyah Middle School would now fed Sequoyah High School, so a new Cross Keys Middle School is recommended
to feed Cross Keys High School.
A recommendation of the CMP which will alleviate overcrowding at the middle schools in Region 1 is the creation of
K-8's at Austin Elementary and the new Dunwoody/Chamblee elementary being built at the Shallowford site. There
are enough empty seats at both of these schools to house a sixth, seventh, and eighth grade cohort. By making both
Austin and the Dunwoody/Chamblee Elementaries K-8's, the need for additional classrooms at Peachtree Middle
School and Chamblee Middle School is eliminated.
Another recommendation to address over-utilization is to build additional classrooms at Stone Mountain High School

Addressing Over-utilization and Poor Condition
There are a number of elementary schools with FCA (Facility Condition Assessment) scores below 60 which are also
over-crowded. These need to be rebuilt and replaced with a larger, a 900-seat, school. These include Idlewood, Jolly,
Stoneview, Hightower, Ashford Park, and Fairington Elementary schools.
Addressing Under-utilization

one of the CMP's academic visions as well as addresses the under-utilization at these schools. Along with our recommendation for a K-8 at Austin Elementary and the Shallowford site elementary, we are recommending creating K-8's
at Smoke Rise, Pleasantdale, and Peachcrest Elementary Schools.
Creation of the K-8 at Smoke Rise alleviates the need to add classrooms at Tucker Middle School which is overcrowded.
While it does not necessitate new construction, we do think long-term the under-utilization in the middle and high
schools in Regions 3 and 5 should be addressed. Redan Middle and High, Stephenson Middle and High, Miller Grove
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Combining school populations and some redistricting affords the opportunity to merge clusters and free up vacated
facilities for other District uses.
In looking at what appears to be geographically the most optimum solution, we are suggesting making Miller Grove
High School a middle school that then feeds Lithonia High School. The Lithonia Middle School population can be
combined with the Middle Grove Middle School population and be housed together in the current Miller Grove High

We would then suggest moving Champion Theme Middle School to the existing Miller Grove Middle School. This
locates Champion much closer to the Theme elementary schools that feed into it. We also are suggesting locating the
Flex Academy at the vacated Lithonia Middle School facility.
In consolidating student populations in Regions 3 and 5, we are not suggesting closing any middle or high schools
buildings. We are simply proposing using the vacated schools for other District programs.
Addressing Under-utilization and Poor Condition
While we heard various communities love of their small neighborhood school, we nevertheless are recommending
several consolidations of under-utilized elementaries with poor conditions as evidenced by their low FCA scores.
These consolidation will save considerable money as well as expand programs and offer more academic and administrative support for students.
We are suggesting merging Midvale Elementary with Livsey in a new 900-student school on the Livsey site. Similar
recommendations include merging Allgood with Dunaire in a 900-student school at the Dunaire site and merging
Hawthorne and Henderson Mill with a new 900-seat school on the Hawthorne site.
Other Priority Projects
Aside from addressing over-crowding, under-utilization, and poor facility condition, a few other priorities projects
emerged.
Druid Hills High School expanded years ago into what was an adjacent elementary school. This classrooms are inadequate for high school teaching. This addition needs to be replaced and their originally building renovated so a new
classroom addition and renovation at Druid Hills High School is among our priority recommendations.
The second of these priority recommendations is to merge Stone Mill and Stone Mountain Elementary Schools into
a much larger school. These schools serve a mobile population. Families move, sometimes multiple times, within the
school year forcing children to move schools within the school year. These students loose continuity of instruction and
support services. By building a large elementary which would serve a much larger catchment area, the majority of
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these students could stay in the same school even when their families move.
The third recommendation is to build a new Clarkston Middle School near a new/repurposed Clarkston High School.
Proximity of these two schools would address the lack of transportation options in the Clarkston refugee community.
Having the schools close together increases the opportunities for after school extra-curricular activities, especially for
the middle school children.
Early Learning Centers
Across the District there is the desire to offer more early childhood education. There is currently an over-subscribed
Early Learning Academy in Region 7. We are recommending at least one Early Learning Center in each of the other
Regions. In general we are suggesting locating them in elementary schools that are vacated due to mergers or elementary schools that are under-utilized whose populations can be accommodated in neighboring elementaries.

Ridge, in Region 4 Allgood, in Region 5 Rainbow, and in Region 6 Toney Elementary School.
Balancing Clusters
In Region 1, moving Hightower Elementary and the new Dunwoody/Chamblee Elementary Schools to the Chamblee
Cluster and moving Ashford Park Elementary to the Cross Keys Cluster along with the creation of the new Sequoyah
Cluster being fed by the Cary Reynolds/Dresden consolidation, Oakcliff, and Doraville United will equalize the number of elementary students feeding the middle and high schools.
We suggested realigning clusters in Region 3 and 5 by merging the Miller Grove Cluster into the Lithonia Cluster with
Miller Grove High School becoming a Middle School that would feed Lithonia High. Woodbridge Elementary students
could be redistricted to Bethune Middle and the Panola Way students would merge with the Lithonia Middle students
at the old Miller Grove High School which would now be a middle school.

Expand School Choice Programs
We are recommending three stand-alone magnet programs at the high school level.

Arts High School is currently located. Our recommendation is to expand this program to 800 to 1200 students in the
high school. We recommend doing a feasibility study to see the possibility of relocating the current DESA (DeKalb
Elementary School of the Arts) to the same site.

at DeKalb Tech South into this facility.
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Third, we recommend creating a Cyber Technology and Engineering Academy at Towers High School.
All three of these programs are geographically located near the middle of the District to encourage equity in participation.

with the Cedar Grove students at Cedar Grove High School and merging the Towers neighborhood students with the
students at Columbia High School. This addresses the underutilization at all four of these high schools.
We are also recommending that both Wadsworth and Kittredge Magnet Schools be extended from 4-6 to 4-8. Enterearlier. So we recommendation extending these schools to 8th grade so these students enter high school at the same
time as the other middle school cohorts do.
We know there is not room on the current Kittredge site to expand the program to 4-8 and understand this cannot
happen until some of the other recommendations are realized and facilities open up.
Middle Schools / K-8's
While our primary recommendation for the CMP is to build a new Cross Keys Middle School and a new Clarkston
Middle School, we did look at an alternative for both these clusters. In developing options for K-8's in the District, we
looked at the possibility of making the Cross Keys and the Clarkston Clusters each a complete K-8 cluster. While doing
this may be more costly than building a single new middle school in each cluster, there are advantages in terms of
equity in this approach.
In the Cross Keys Cluster, we had already planned on rebuilding Ashford Park as a 900-student school. It could be rebuilt as a K-8. John Lewis exists as a 900-seat school which could be converted to a K-8. To complete this K-8 cluster
concept, Woodward and Montclair would have to be rebuilt as 900-seat K-8 facilities.
This idea necessitates building two new schools not originally in the plan, Woodward and Montclair, versus one, Cross
Keys Middle.
The appeal of creating the K-8 cluster in Clarkston is the fact that we planned on building two new 900-seat elementary schools plus the new Clarkston middle school, To make this fully a K-8 cluster, we can make the existing Indian
Creek which has empty seats a K-8, the new Jolly and Dunaire could be built as K-8's not elementaries, and the
planned Clarkston Middle could be built as a K-8. These three already planned new schools along with Indian Creek
would comprise a complete K-8 cluster feeding into Clarkston High School.
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MAJOR FACILITY RECOMMENDATIONS - BY REGION
Region 1

Make Miller Grove High School the Middle School that feeds

Move Hightower to Chamblee Cluster

Lithonia High School

Move Ashford Park to Cross Keys Cluster

Move Champion to Miller Grove Middle

Build a replacement high school at Cross Keys site

Create an Early Learning Center at Pine Ridge

Build a new Cross Keys Middle School
Build new Sequoyah High School
Build new Sequoyah Middle School

Region 4

Create new Sequoyah Cluster w/ Cary Reynolds,

Build replacement high school at Clarkston High School site

Doraville United, Dresden, and Oakcliff as feeders

Build a new Clarkston Middle School

Build a new 900-student Dresden (consolidate with Cary

Build a new 900-student Jolly

Reynolds)

Build new 900-student school elementary at Dunaire (con-

Build a new 900-student Ashford Park

solidate with Allgood)

Build new 900-student Hightower

Build a new consolidate Stone Mill and Stone Mountain Elementary

Create K-8 at Austin Elementary
Create K-8 at new Dunwoody/Chamblee Elementary

Create an Early Learning Center at Allgood

Expand Kittredge to 4-8
Region 5
Region 2

Move Fairington to Miller Grove Cluster

Build addition and renovation at Druid Hills High School
Build a new Performing Arts Academy at Avondale site

Build a new 900-student Fairington
Build a new Chapel Hill Elementary

Build a new 900-student Idlewood
Build a new 900-student elementary at Hawthorne (consoli-

Create an Early Learning Center at Toney

date with Henderson Mill)
Build a new 900-student school elementary at Livsey (consolidate with Midvale)

Region 6
Create a Cyber Technology and Engineering at Towers High

Create a K-8 at Smoke Rise Elementary

School

Create a K-8 at Pleasantdale Elementary

Create a K-8 at Peachcrest

Create an Early Learning Center at McLendon

Create an Early Learning Center at Toney
Expand Wadsworth to 4-8

Region 3
Build a new 900-student Stoneview
Region 7
Move Woodridge to the Towers Cluster
Move Panola Way to the Redan Cluster
Consolidate the Miller Grove and Lithonia Clusters
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MAJOR FACILITY RECOMMENDATIONS - BY REGION
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MAJOR FACILITY RECOMMENDATIONS - REGION 1
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MAJOR FACILITY RECOMMENDATIONS - REGION 2
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MAJOR FACILITY RECOMMENDATIONS - REGION 3
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MAJOR FACILITY RECOMMENDATIONS - REGION 4
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MAJOR FACILITY RECOMMENDATIONS - REGION 5
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MAJOR FACILITY RECOMMENDATIONS - REGION 6
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MAJOR FACILITY RECOMMENDATIONS - REGION 7
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REDISTRICTING AND FEEDER PATTERN RECOMMENDATIONS
The following maps illustrate conceptual redistricting that will take place as various recommendations in the Comprethe second series illustrated anticipated redistricting by 2030.
These maps show boundary changes that are conceptual zone lines to incorporate changes to facilities, and do not

Elementary Schools:
It is anticipated that there will be redistricting in the elementaries in Region 1 in 2025 as Hightower and the new Dunwoody Chamblee Elementary Schools move to Chamblee Cluster, Ashford Park moves to Cross Keys Cluster, and the
new Sequoyah Cluster is created.
By 2030 there is anticipated redistricting throughout the District as Idlewood is rebuilt, Midvale and Livsey are consolidated, and Hawthorne and Henderson Mill Elementary are consolidated all in Region 2; and in Region 3 Stoneview
is rebuilt, and in Region 4 Dunaire and Allgood are consolidated, and Stone Mountain Elementary and Stone Mill are
consolidated.
Middle Schools:
Redistricting in 2025 in the middle schools in Region 1 will occur to accommodate conversion of Austin and the new
gions 3 and 5 will occur to accommodate consolidation of the Miller Grove Middle School and Lithonia Middle School
student populations.
By 2030 with the anticipated conversion of Smoke Rise to a K-8 in Region 2, the building of a new Clarkston Middle
School in Region 4, and the creation of a K-8 at Peachcrest in Region 6, redistricting across the entire District will have
occurred.
High Schools:
the changes in the middle school feeder patterns to incorporate Austin and Dunwoody/Chamblee Elementaries as
nets.
By 2030 the anticipated middle school redistricting will be repeated in the high school attendance zones.
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Elementary Schools - Calendar year 2024-25
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Elementary Schools - Calendar year 2029-30
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Middle Schools - Calendar year 2024-25
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Middle Schools - Calendar year 2029-30
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High Schools - Calendar year 2024-25
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High Schools - Calendar year 2029-30
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SCHOOL CHOICE RECOMMENDATIONS
As mentioned in the recommendations section, the CMP includes recommendations for three stand-alone high
school programs, a Performing Arts Academy at the current Avondale High School site, a Career Tech Academy at

We also recommend that Kittredge and Wadswoth Magnet School be extended from fourth through sixth grade
to fourth through eighth grade.
While this CMP suggests some school choice options that are primarily facility driven, we recommend that the
District take six months to study their existing programs, reevaluate what is successful and what they might alter
to best serve their constituents' needs. There was a lot of conversation in our stakeholder meetings about school
choice, most of it revolving around curriculum issues that are not part of our CMP. We encourage the District curriculum and instruction to address School Choice.
From our stakeholder engagement conversations, we recommend the District move away from embedded programs in neighborhood schools. We recommend removing out of zone school choice programs from the elementary schools. Similarly we recommend the District strive to put High Achiever programs everywhere.
We would leave the Dual Language Immersion programs as they are and treat them like the IB programs that do
not require students from outside the neighborhood.
We would suggest the District re-examine the Theme Schools and re-evaluate why they were established and if

We also would suggest looking at Briar Vista Elementary School as a stand alone Montessori school.
net program in conjunction with and in proximity to Emory University Health System.
We encourage the District to examine which programs are thriving and try to capitalize on those while eliminating
those that are under-utilized.
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PRIORITIZATION OF FACILITY CONDITION IMPROVEMENTS
DeKalb County School District has an inordinate number of small old elementary schools. Many of these were
built in the 1950's and 1960's and have failing HVAC systems and leaking roofs.
From our initial stakeholder engagement meetings with school Principals and PAC's, the overwhelming request
Plan is to address the condition of these existing old schools.
Twenty-eight of them have design or construction work underway which addresses the HVAC and roof conditions.
There is a list of these schools and the preliminary budget for this work on the following pages.

how they will be funded.
Following the tables illustrating the schools which will received roof replacements and HVAC upgrades is a list of
the new construction projects recommended in this Comprehensive Master Plan. These projects are prioritized to
align with available funding.
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Schools with HVAC and/or Roof Upgrades Already in Design or Construction

School
Preliminary Budget
Avondale Elementary
$1,574,672
Bob Mathis Elementary
$2,429,035
Briarlake Elementary
$1,881,250
Chapel Hill Middle
$8,828,217
Columbia Elementary
$4,320,201
Columbia Middle
$3,584,372
DESA at Avondale Middle
$3,442,538
Druid Hills Middle
$9,207,894
Early Learning Center at Former Terry Mill
$2,394,665
Edward L. Bouie, Sr. Elementary
$3,206,070
Freedom Middle
$3,547,786
Hatton Drive Warehouse
$1,445,064
International Student Center
$1,689,116
Laurel Ridge Elementary
$1,284,448
Lithonia Middle
$3,812,248
Marbut Elementary
$3,201,730
Mary McLeod Bethune Middle
$3,547,786
Montclair Elementary
$2,509,885
Narvie Harris Elementary
$2,182,180
Panola Way Elementary
$3,017,630
Pine Ridge Elementary
$3,051,720
Redan Elementary
$1,000,000
Redan Middle
$3,547,786
Sam A. Moss Service Center
$4,500,826
Shadow Rock Elementary
$4,122,160
Stephenson High
$8,465,135
Stephenson Middle
$10,839,006
Tucker Middle
$5,332,250
ADA Facility Study*
$1,000,000

Scope
Roof Replacement
HVAC Upgrade
HVAC Upgrade
HVAC Upgrade
Roof Replacement & HVAC
Roof Replacement
Roof Replacement
Roof Replacement & HVAC
HVAC Upgrade
HVAC Upgrade
Roof Replacement
Roof Replacement & HVAC
Roof Replacement
Roof Replacement
Roof Replacement
HVAC Upgrade
Roof Replacement
HVAC Upgrade
Roof Replacement
HVAC Upgrade
HVAC Upgrade
Roof Replacement
Roof Replacement
Roof Replacement
HVAC Upgrade
HVAC Upgrade
Roof Replacement & HVAC
HVAC Upgrade
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Schools with Scheduled HVAC and/or Roof Upgrades
School
Allgood Elementary
Ashford Park Elementary
Avondale Elementary
Bob Mathis Elementary
Briar Vista Elementary
Briarlake Elementary
Brockett Elementary
Champion Theme Middle
Chapel Hill Elementary
Chapel Hill Middle
Chesnut Elementary
Columbia Elementary
Columbia High
Columbia Middle
DeKalb High of Technology, South Campus
DESA at Avondale Middle
Druid Hills Middle
Dunaire Elementary
Early Learning Center at Former Terry Mill
East Campus I/DeKalb Alternative
Edward L. Bouie, Sr. Elementary
Eldridge L. Miller Elementary
Evansdale Elementary
Fairington Elementary
Former Nancy Creek
Freedom Middle
Green Forest Drive
Hatton Drive Warehouse
Hawthorne Elementary

Roof

HVAC
SP5N

SP5
CARES
SP5
SP5

CARES
CARES

CARES
CARES
CARES
SP5N
SP5
CARES
CARES
SP5
CARES
SP5N

CARES
SP5
CARES
CARES

CARES
SP5N
CARES

SP5
CARES
SP5
SP5N
SP5
SP5
CARES
CARES

SP5N
CARES
SP5

* SP5 is an existing SPLOST 5 funded project
SP5N is a recommended SPLOST 5 funded new project or new scope
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Schools with Scheduled HVAC and/or Roof Upgrades (continued)
School
Allgood
Elementary
Henderson
Mill Elementary
Hightower Elementary
International Student Center
Kingsley Elementary
Kittredge Magnet
Laurel Ridge Elementary
Lithonia Middle
Livsey Elementary
Marbut Elementary
Martin Luther King Jr. High
Montclair Elementary
Oak Grove Elementary
Panola Way Elementary
Redan Elementary
Redan Middle
Rock Chapel Elementary
Salem Middle
Sam A. Moss Service Center
Shadow Rock Elementary
Stephenson High
Stephenson Middle
Stone Mill Elementary
Stoneview Elementary
Toney Elementary
Tucker Middle
Woodridge Elementary
Woodward Elementary
Wynbrooke Elementary

Roof
SP5
CARES
CARES
CARES
CARES

HVAC
SP5
SP5N
SP5N
SP5
SP5
SP5
CARES
CARES
CARES

SP5
CARES
CARES

SP5
CARES

CARES
SP5

CARES
SP5

SP5N
SP5
SP5
CARES
CARES
CARES
SP5N
SP5
SP5
CARES
SP5
SP5N
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PRIORITIZATION OF CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PROJECTS
First Priority Projects:
Projected Opening 2025
Projected Opening 2024

Consolidation of Cary Reynolds and Dresden at Dresden

Projected Opening 2024
Projected Opening 2025
Projected Opening 2025
Projected Opening 2024
Projected Opening 2024
Projected Opening 2024

Druid Hills HS Renovation and Addition
Performing Arts Academy Design

Project Opening 2025

Create K-8 at Austin ES
Create K-8 at Dunwoody ES (Shallowford Road Site)
Create K-8 at Smoke Rise ES

Projected Opening 2023

Completion 2023

Projected Opening 2023
Projected Opening 2023
Projected Opening 2025

Create Cyber Technology Academy at Towers HS

Projected Opening 2025

Second Priority Projects:
Projected Opening 2026
Projected Opening 2028

Classroom Addition at Stone Mountain High School
Classroom Addition and Renovation at Druid Hills High School

Projected Opening 2029
Projected Opening 2029
Projected Opening 2029

Clarkston High School Addition / Renovation
Performing Arts Academy Construction

Projected Opening 2029

Consolidation of Henderson Mill and Hawthorne at Hawthorne ES
Consolidation of Allgood and Dunaire at Dunaire ES
Consolidation of Midvale and Livsey at Livsey ES

Projected Opening 2029

Projected Opening 2029

Projected Opening 2029
Projected Opening 2029
Projected Opening 2029
Projected Opening 2029

Early Learning Centers in Regions 1 - 6

Projected Opening 2028
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PRIORITIZATION OF CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS IMPLEMENTATION PLAN & SCHEDULE
Listed here are the Capital Improvement Projects and a general grouping of when they will be funded and completed.
The only projects anticipated to be undertaken in the next year are the relocating of Cary Woods Elementary School,
the expansion of Wadsworth Magnet to a 4th -8th grade facility, and the design of the Performing Arts Academy.

2022 – 2023

2026 - 2030

Relocating Cary Reynolds ES
Expanding Wadsworth to 4 – 8

2022 – 2025

Druid Hills HS Renovation and Addition
K-8 Conversion at Austin Elementary
K-8 Conversion at Dunwoody-Chamblee Elementary
K-8 Conversion at Smoke Rise Elementary

Renovation and Classroom Addition at Stone Mountain
High School
Renovation and Classroom Addition at Clarkston High
School

Consolidation of Stone Mill and Stone Mountain ES
Consolidation of Henderson Mill and Hawthorne ES
Consolidation of Allgood and Dunaire ES
Consolidation of Midvale and Livsey ES

Early Learning Centers in Region 1-6

Druid Hills High School Renovation and Addition

Create Cyber Technology Academy at Towers HS
Create Flex Academy
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PROJECT TIMELINE

INTRODUCTION TO THE COMPREHENSIVE MASTER PLAN
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PROJECT TIMELINE

INTRODUCTION TO THE COMPREHENSIVE MASTER PLAN
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PRIORITIZATION OF CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS FUNDING: E-SPLOST V PROJECTS

Additional E-SPLOST V revenues and anticipated E-SPLOST VI revenue are slated to fund the designated 'First Priority
Projects.' It is anticipated that the other projects recommended in the Comprehensive Master Plan will be funded by
an E-SPLOST VII or additional unanticipated monies collected in E-SPLOST VI.
There is an additional $150,000,000 from SPLOST V collections which can be used to jump-start some of the most
pressing CMP recommendations.

PROJECTS
New/Repurposed Cross Keys HS
Consolidation of Cary Reynolds and Dresden at Dresden

$75,000,000
$45,000,000

New Sequoyah HS / Middle School Design

$10,000,000

Create K-8 at Dunwoody / Chamblee (Shallowford Road Site)
Create Flex Academy
Performing Arts Academy Design

$5,000,000
$5,000,000
$10,000,000
SPLOST V TOTAL

$150,000,000
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PRIORITIZATION OF CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS FUNDING: SPLOST VI PROJECTS

Major priority projects for SPLOST VI included the new Sequoyah Middle and High School, the new Cross Keys Middle
School and new elementaries at Stoneview, Idlewood, and Jolly. These projects all address major overcrowding as do
the K-8 conversions at Austin and Smoke Rise Elementary Schools.
It is anticipated that SPLOST VI will generate $412,00,000 for capital improvement projects.

PROJECTS
New Sequoyah HS
New Sequoyah MS

$100,000,000
$50,000,000

Renovation and Addition at Druid Hills High School

$52,000,000

New Cross Keys MS

$55,000,000

New Stoneview ES
New Idlewood ES
New Jolly ES

$45,000,000
$45,000,000
$45,000,000

Create K-8 at Austin
Create K-8 at Smoke Rise

$5,000,000
$5,000,000

Create Career Tech Academy at McNair HS
Create Cyber Technology Academy at Towers HS

$8,000,000
$2,000,000

SPLOST VI TOTAL

$412,000,000
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PRIORITIZATION OF CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS FUNDING: SPLOST VII PROJECTS

The projects listed here are currently unfunded. Anticipated funding would come available in a voter approved
can move forward more quickly.

PROJECTS
New Hightower ES
New Ashford Park ES

$45,000,000
$45,000,000

New/Repurposed Clarkston HS
New Clarkston Middle

$75,000,000
$55,000,000

Classroom addition at Stone Mountain HS

$30,000,000

New Fairington ES
New Chapel Hill ES

$45,000,000
$45,000,000

Consolidation of Allgood and Dunaire at Dunaire
Consolidation of Midvale and Livsey at Livsey
Consolidation of Henderson Mill and Hawthorne at Hawthorne

$45,000,000
$45,000,000
$45,000,000

Consolidation of Stone Mill and Stone Mountain at Champion site

$45,000,000

Performing Arts Academy at Avondale HS site
High School
K-8

$90,000,000
$60,000,000
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OTHER PROJECTS THE DISTRICT NEEDS TO ADDRESS
isting inventory of school buildings and the over-crowding and underutilization of the schools throughout the District,
a number of other facility needs were raised.
Administrative Space

departments.
There is also a need for professional development space, space where training and meetings can occur.
DeKalb Early College Academy and Elizabeth Andrews
As schools get consolidated, particularly in Regions 3, 5, 6, and 7, we suggest the District look at moving DeKalb Early
College Academy and Elizabeth Andrews out of their current administrative center building locations and relocate
them in vacated high school and/or middle school buildings. This would open up space at the central administrative

Buses
Currently buses are housed at numerous sites throughout the District. Consolidating these sites into fewer and more

Athletic Facilities
Also, we noted the need to address the existing county-wide stadiums.
In planning a new K-12 Performing Arts Academy at the Avondale High School site, the possibility of relocating and
rebuilding Avondale Stadium on property across the street from the high school will be explored. Similarly the sale of
the old Briarcliff High School site would necessitate relocating and rebuilding Adams stadium.

concrete bleachers at many of these need to be cleaned, refurbished, and/or repaired. Restrooms and storage facilities need to added to each of these stadiums.

schools are in disrepair and need to be resurfaced and re-fenced. We recommend the District do an overall inventory
and assessment of their school athletic facilities to catalogue and prioritize the needs at each school. This assessment
should be made available to the various schools as often a school's own foundation can take on these projects and
fund them independently.
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